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Abstract
Given a maximal subgroup M of a nite group G, a completion of M is any subgroup C
of G such that C is not contained in M but each proper subgroup of C which is normal in G is
contained in M . A completion C of M is called maximal if there is no completion D of M such
that C<D. The aim of this paper is to characterize the nite supersolvable groups by means of
maximal completions. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20D20; 20D34
1. Introduction
All groups considered in the paper are nite. Let G be a group and M be a maximal
subgroup of G. A subgroup C of G is said to be a completion of M in G if C is not
contained in M while every proper subgroup of C which is normal in G is contained
in M . The set I(M) of all completions of M is called the index complex of M in G. It
is easy to show the set I(M) is nonempty. I(M) can be partially by inclusion, and the
maximal elements of I(M) are called maximal completions of M . If C is a completion
of M in G, denote by K(C) the product of all proper subgroups of C which are normal
in G. Then K(C) is a normal subgroup of G and K(C)<C.
The concept of the index complex was introduced in [2] by Deskins. In the same
paper Deskins proved that a group G is solvable if and only if each maximal subgroup
of G has a maximal completion C such that C=K(C) is nilpotent with the Sylow
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2-subgroups of class at most 2. He conjectures that a group is supersolvable if and
only if for each maximal subgroup M of G there is a maximal completion C such that
CM =G and C=K(C) is cyclic.
In [1], Ballester-Bolinches and Ezquerro pointed out that the answer to this conjecture
is negative, as the symmetric group S4 shows. The authors of [1] gave the following:
Theorem A (Ballester-Bolinches and Ezquerro [1, Theorem 1]). A group G is super-
solvable if and only if; for every maximal subgroup M of G; I(M) contains a maximal
element C such that C is subnormal in G; G=CM and C=K(C) is cyclic.
Later, Zhao Yaoqing obtained a complete answer to the Deskins conjecture:
Theorem B (Zhao Yaoqing [5]). Given a group G; assume that for each maximal
subgroup M of G there exists a maximal element C in I(M) such that CM =G and
C=K(C) is cyclic. Then either G is supersolvable or else it has a homomorphic image
isomorphic to the symmetric S4.
In the present paper we rst prove a theorem on the solvability by means of max-
imal completions, then give a new characterization of supersolvable groups, and an
improvement of Theorem B. Our results are as follows.
Theorem 1. Let G be a group. Suppose that for each maximal subgroup M of com-
posite index in G; there exists a maximal member C 2 I(M) such that C=K(C) is
abelian or else MC =G and jC=K(C)j square-free. Then G is solvable.
Theorem 2. A group G is supersolvable if and only if for each maximal subgroup M
of composite index in G there exists a maximal element C in I(M) such that G=CM
and C=K(C) is of order square-free.
Theorem 3. Let G be a group. Assume that for each maximal subgroup M of com-
posite index in G there exists a maximal member C in I(M) such that C=K(C) is
cyclic of order more than or equal to the index of M in G. Then G is solvable and
(a) every maximal subgroup of G either has prime index or index 4:
(b) if G is nonsupersolvable; then G has a homomorphic image isomorphic to the
symmetric S4.
All unexplained notation and terminology are standard in this paper. The reader is
referred to [3].
2. Preliminaries
In the following lemmas, G denotes a group. Recall that a group X is said to be
involved in a group Y if X is a homomorphic of a subgroup of Y .
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Lemma 1. Assume that N /G and that U=N is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of G=N . Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing N but not containing U; and
let C be a maximal member of I(M). Suppose; furthermore; that U=N is not involved
in C=K(C). Then
(a) N =K(C).
(b) C is a maximal subgroup of UC.
Proof. Because K(C) coreG(M) and the hypothesis implies that N = coreG(M); we
see that K(C)N . If K(C)<N , then N 6C and CN>C. Thus CN =2 I(M) since C
is maximal in I(M), and thus coreG(CN ) 6M . Since N M and N  coreG(CN ), it
follows that N<coreG(CN ), and thus U CN as U=N is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G=N . It follows that U=N is involved in C=K(C), contrary to hypothesis.
This proves (a).
If C U; then U=N is a subgroup of C=N =C=K(C), this means that U=N is involved
in C=K(C), contrary to hypothesis. Thus, C<UC. Let B be a subgroup of UC such that
C<BUC. As in the proof of (a), we have B =2 I(M), and hence N  coreG(B) 6M
and it follows that U  coreG(B). We thus conclude that B=UC, proving (b).
Lemma 2. If a group G is factorizable in the form G=CD; where neither jCj nor
jDj is divisible by 4; then G is 2-nilpotent; in particular; G is solvable.
Proof. Assume that G is not 2-nilpotent. Then jGj is divisible by 4. It follows that
each of jCj and jDj is even, but jC \Dj is odd. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Then jT j=4 and T 6 Z(NG(T )) by Burnside's theorem [3, IV, 2.6 Hauptsatz]. Thus
there exists an element of odd order that acts nontrivially on T and thus permutes the
involutions of T into a single orbit. It follows that all involutions of G are conjugate
and, in particular, if we choose involutions s2C and t 2D, there exists an element
g2G with sg= t. Writing g= cd , with c2C and d2D, we have that scd = t, so that
sc= td
−1
is an involution of C \D. This is a contradiction, since jC \Dj is odd. We
thus conclude that G is 2-nilpotent, and it follows that G is solvable by the Feit{
Thompson theorem on the solvability of groups of odd order.
The proof of Theorem 1 also needs the following simple lemma, which is an im-
mediate consequence of Lemma 2. Here we directly prove it without using the Feit{
Thompson theorem.
Lemma 3. Let M be a subgroup of G. If M has square-free order and prime index;
then G is solvable.
Proof. We have G=MP where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G for some prime p;
and B=M \P has index p in P. Then BG =BPM =BM M , and thus B coreG(M).
So both G=coreG(M) and coreG(M) are of order square free, it follows that G is
solvable.
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3. Proofs of Theorems 1{3
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that G is nonsolvable and choose N /G maximal such
that G=N is nonsolvable. Then G=N has a unique minimal normal subgroup U=N , and
U=N is nonsolvable. In particular, U=N has no nontrivial normal p-subgroup for any
prime p. We claim that G has a maximal subgroup M of composite index such that
N M but U 6M . For example, let P=N be a Sylow p-subgroup of U=N , where p is
the largest prime divisor of jU=N j. Then P is not normal in U and we can choose M
to contain NG(P), so that U 6M . Observe that jG :M j= jU :M \Pj, and this number
must be congruent to 1modp, and so it cannot be prime.
Now x any maximal subgroup M of G of composite index such that M contains N
but not U . If possible, choose M so that jM=N j is square-free. By hypothesis, we can
choose C maximal in I(M) such that C=K(C) is abelian or MC =G and jC=K(C)j is
square-free. In particular, C=K(C) is solvable, and thus U=N is not involved in C=K(C)
because U=N is not solvable. By Lemma 1, we know that N =K(C) and C is maximal
in CU .
Write E=CU and T =C \U , and note that T=N is maximal among paper C=N -
invariant subgroup of U=N . Since C=N is a solvable maximal subgroup of CU=N and
U=N is nonsolvable and normal in CU=N , it follows by [4, Theorem 3.4] that T=N>1.
Now T=N is a nontrivial group that is either abelian or has square-free order, and
thus T=N has a nontrivial normal Sylow q-subgroup Q=N for some prime q. Since
T=N /C=N , we have Q /C and C NG(Q). By the above, U=N has no nontrivial normal
subgroup of prime power order, so Q is not normal in U , and thus U 6NG(Q). Note
that U=N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G=N , it follows that NG(Q)=N is
core free and we conclude that NG(Q) belongs to I(M). By the maximality of C, we
have C =NG(Q). Also T NU (Q)=U \NG(Q)=U \C = T , so T =NU (Q).
Now Q=N is a Sylow q-subgroup of its normalizer T=N in U=N , so it is a Sylow
q-subgroup of U=N . By the Frattini argument, we deduce that G=UNG(Q)=UC, and
thus E=G and C is a maximal subgroup of G. It is well known that a group containing
an abelian maximal subgroup is solvable (for example, see [3, IV, 7.4 Satz]). So, if
C=N is abelian, then G=N is solvable, which is not the case. Thus, C=N has square-free
order and, hence, by Lemma 3, it must have composite index. We could, therefore,
have taken M to be C, and thus we can assume that M=N has square-free order. Since
also C=N has square-free order and MC =G, it follows by Lemma 2 that G=N is
solvable, a contradiction. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that G is supersolvable. Then every maximal subgroup
of G has a prime index, and so the condition about I(M) for maximal subgroups M
of composite index is vacuously satised.
Conversely, the hypothesis implies that the index of every maximal subgroup of G
is square-free. On the other hand, G is solvable by Theorem 1, and thus every maximal
subgroup of G has a prime power index. It follows that these indices are all prime
and hence G is supersolvable by Huppert's theorem [3, VI, 9.5 Hauptsatz].
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Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 1 G is solvable. Suppose that G is nonsupersolvable
and let M be a maximal subgroup of G of composite index. We must show that
jG :M j=4 in order to obtain the rst conclusion of the theorem. Let N = coreG(M)
and let U=N be a chief factor of G. Then UM =G and U \M =N since U=N is abelian.
Also, CM (U=N ) /G, and thus CM (U=N )=N . It follows that CG(U=N )=U , and this
implies that U=N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G=N . Furthermore, U=N is
an elementary abelian, noncyclic p-group for some prime p. Since jG :M j= jU :N j,
we only need to show that jU=N j=4.
By hypothesis, we may let C be maximal in I(M), where C=K(C) is cyclic and
jC=K(C)j  jG :M j. Since U=N is noncyclic, it cannot be involved in the cyclic group
C=K(C). Applying Lemma 1, we see that K(C)=N and C is maximal in E=UC.
Also, jC=N j  jG :M j= jU=N j, and so jCj  jU j. We claim that C /E. Otherwise, E=N
is not a p-group, and thus C=N is not a p-group. Thus, jC=N j 6= jU=N j, and we con-
clude that jCj>jU j: Let B be a conjugate of C in E and B 6=C. Then jBj>jU j
and jBj jCj=jB\Cj= jBCj  jEj= jU j jCj=jU \Cj, so jB\Cj>jU \Cj. It follows that
B\C is not contained in U , and thus this intersection does not centralize U=N because
CG(U=N )=U . Let X=N =CG=N (B\C). Then U 6X , and since U=N is the unique min-
imal normal subgroup of G=N; X=N is also core free, we thus deduce that X 2 I(M).
But B=N and C=N are abelian, and thus X contains both C and B. By the maximality
of C, we have C =X B, which is not the case. Thus, C /E; as claimed.
Write T =U \C. Now C is maximal and normal in E, so jU : T j= jE :Cj is prime,
and hence is p and E=N is a p-group. Since T=N is cyclic and is contained in U=N ,
its order divides p, and we conclude that jU=N j=p2. What remains is to show that
p=2.
We have jCj  jU j>jT j, and thus E>U . Let V be a subgroup of E containing U
such that jV :U j=p. Then V \C>T and (V \C)=N is cyclic. Thus, V=N is a group
of order p3 and exponent p2. Let Q=V \M , so that Q=N is a subgroup of order p
in V=N , and thus V=N has more that p2 elements of order dividing p. If p>2, the
only p-groups of order p3 having this property have exponent p, and thus we deduce
that p=2.
Finally, we claim that G=N = S4. By the above, U=N is an elementary abelian
2-group of order 4. By considering the permutation representation of G=N on 4 cosets
of M=N we obtain that G=N = S4, completing the proof.
Theorem 3 would be false if one omitted the assumption that jC=K(C)j  jG :M j. As
an example, we consider G= haiA4, where a is an involution and A4 the alternating
group of four letters. It is easy to see that every maximal subgroup of G has a maximal
completion C such that C=K(C) is cyclic of prime order. However, G does not satisfy
the conclusion of Theorem 3.
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